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B4BEC_c85_646048.htm 导读：一般来说，段落主要由三部分

组成，即主题句、扩展句和结尾句。下面我们来通过两个例

子训练一下段落写作的方法及思路！ Section I 补充主题句 1

）__________________， generally， the standard of education is

higher. This is because colleges and universities have up-to-date

equipment and other resources. Also， teachers and lectures are

highly-skilled professionals who are aware of all the latest

developments in their fields of interest. A final point is that the

overseas qualifications which a student obtains are valid usually

anywhere in the world. 2）__________________. These include

defense capabilities and social security. Private enterprise and the

profit motive should not form part of these essential services. On the

other hand， some services could be provided by either

governments or private groups or both. Education and health care

are examples of such services. A government must provide at least a

basic level of education and health care so all citizens call have access

to them. 3）__________________. Every day there are

opportunities to practice listening to and speaking with Australians.

Also， students can experience the culture first-hand， which is a

great help when trying to understand the language. This is especially

true if they choose to live with Australians， as part of a home-stay

family， for example. Furthermore， if students attend a language

school full-time， the teachers will be native speakers. 4



）__________________. Jose did not complete his mathematics

yesterday. He spent the first fifteen minutes of the hour working on

the first of the ten examination problems. He spent other minutes

doodling on his test paper. 5）__________________. One example

is the word “graft.” The verb to graft first meant merely to work.

English people once used the word in such expressions as “ Where

are you grafting？”， meaning “ Where are you working？”。

From this perfectly respectable meaning， the word has gradually

changed. Today graft refers to illegal gains won by dishonest

politicians. Section II 重组下面的段落 6. Certainly TV can be a

powerful educational tool. People can learn about situations and

problems far away， and begin to understand different cultures.

Many informative documentaries about nature， news， and social

issues are made now， and these can stimulate people to action.

People in isolated areas can know for themselves what is happening

in the world. This gives them the power to make their own decisions

and form their own opinions. 7. In my opinion， television is the

most important technological development. Nowadays almost

everyone in the world has access to TV. Television has caused

significant changes in family life and education. Some of these

changes have been positive while others have been negative. 8.

However， the changes have not all been positive. Before television

was widely available， families spent more time together talking and

playing games. They seemed much closer to each other than modem

families. 9. To sum up， I feel that， overall， there are strong

positive effects of TV in terms of its education role， but it has in



may ways altered people and families in a negative sense. 10. Also，

the fact is that people waste a lot of time watching poor quality

programs which do not have a positive influence. People get a bad

impression of the real world from such programs. Furthermore，

TV is sometimes used to deliberately misinform people； for

example when it is used to as a propaganda tool by governments. 相
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